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Knocking Down  
Strawmen
 
Vinton G. Cerf • Google

M uch has been made of the terms “net 
neutrality” and “openness” in connec-
tion with the Internet. Many who argue 

against the importance and preservation of 
these properties interpret these terms in ways 
that enable their arguments. For the most part, 
I consider many of these interpretations to be 
deliberately fabricated so as to make them easy 
to knock down and thus belittle proponents 
of neutrality and openness. The Internet has 
always been characterized as a best-efforts sys-
tem that doesn’t make guarantees as to delivery, 
latency, or even sequence of arrival. The proto-
cols that are used to implement it are intended 
to be resilient in the face of a variety of failures.

Among the misinterpretations of neutrality, 
we find “every packet must be treated identi-
cally.” In fact, the intent is more along the lines 
of “equal potential for impairment.” The Inter-
net’s philosophy is that it will do the best it can 
to service any arriving packet, but it’s free to 
drop the packet or shape the traffic to protect 
network resources, deal with congestion, and 
provide fair access to its facilities. Naysayers 
will argue that the network’s implementation 
isn’t neutral unless every packet receives identi-
cal treatment. This is a strawman argument. The 
network should be essentially indiscriminate 
with regard to origin or traffic destination, and 
should supply its best efforts to deliver packets 
while considering limits to capacity. User choice 
should be protected so that network access pro-
viders don’t accidentally or intentionally create 
limits on users’ choices of application or desti-
nation within some framework of fairness.

Any particular Internet network does have 
finite capacity and will be subject to congestion. 
Moreover, network operators must respond to 
congestion to limit the load to available capac-
ity. At the Internet’s edges, one limiting factor 

is the bandwidth of the access network. It isn’t a 
violation of neutrality to limit users at the Inter-
net’s edge to a maximum bandwidth for which 
they might have paid. Neutrality doesn’t mean 
that providers can’t charge for more usage. Dur-
ing periods of congestion, we might expect that 
users paying for more capacity would be permit-
ted to consume a larger portion of what’s avail-
able than those paying for less peak capacity.

Some Internet access providers limit the total 
number of bytes users can send or receive in the 
course of a billing period (for example, a month). 
Such practices are a weak proxy for shaping traffic 
to fit within the immediately available bandwidth 
at the network edge. The network is somewhat 
insensitive to sending traffic at rates that are low 
relative to the available bandwidth. The limiting 
factor is the rate of transmission more than the 
total number of bytes sent or received. A terabyte 
in a month puts far less pressure on available net-
work resources than a terabyte in 10 seconds. 

Recall that packet switching takes advan-
tage of statistical multiplexing. Each user has 
momentary access to the maximum bandwidth 
of his or her access channel, but all that capac-
ity is available to others. The system assumes 
that statistical sharing produces a better aver-
age experience for all users until the system 
approaches congestion, at which point providers 
must understandably impose traffic shaping and 
fair allocation of capacity.

Many of the arguments against neutral treat-
ment are based on the finite nature of the capac-
ity of the Internet or its access networks. In fact, 
over time, the Internet has grown dramatically in 
capacity, not only in scale but also in the maxi-
mum data rates at the edges and in the core. The 
Arpanet had only 50 Kbytes/s to offer in the 
core, but today’s optical fiber networks operate 
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at 100 Gbytes/s — a factor of two mil-
lion! The Internet’s neutral posture 
has allowed any new and all exist-
ing applications equal opportunity to 
access this vastly increased capacity. 
A rising tide raises all boats, and so it 
is with the Internet.

None of these arguments are 
intended to defeat reasonable efforts to 
protect users’ interests (for instance, fair 
access, protection from harm, or net-
work availability), although we might 
reasonably have different views as to 
how these protections should be imple-
mented. Some protections might be bet-
ter implemented elsewhere besides the 
Internet’s basic packet-carrying layers.

Regarding openness, it seems fair 
to say that the Internet’s architecture 
and philosophy have permitted it to 
absorb and use just about every com-
munication technology that devel-
oped since its conception in 1973. 
The IP layer is insensitive to the 
medium by which packets are car-
ried and is also ignorant of the appli-
cations that generate and consume 
those packets. Some have argued 
that the Internet could do a better job 
of adapting its resources if it could 
know in advance what an applica-
tion’s usage pattern might be (low-
latency games, high-capacity video 
streaming, high-rate file transfers, 
latency-tolerating email, and so on). 
Although you could make a case for 
this, the convergence of all types of 
data transfer within a single applica-
tion (as with the Web) begs classifica-
tion questions. The intent of the open 
Internet mantra is simply that the 
Internet won’t dictate what applica-
tions are mounted or used but, rather, 
will do the best it can to serve them. 
This posture has led to an unbounded 
number of new applications, none of 
which had to get permission from all 
ISPs in the world to be mounted and 
offered or used. Of course, some will 
work poorly if the available capacity 
is inadequate to the task. Openness 
also implies freedom to invent new 

protocols to support new applica-
tions. The layering of the protocol 
stack has enabled horizontal expan-
sion in protocol space at each layer.

H ere is perhaps a crux of the debate. 
For some, the present limits on 

available capacity should dictate 
implementation of mechanisms to 
guarantee that particular applications 
will work. For others, myself included, 
the opportunity to gain access to the 
Internet’s increasing capacity without 
rigid classification is the incentive for 
inventing new and useful applica-
tions, new protocols, and new trans-
mission technology.

We can add another interpre-
tation of the term openness: free-
dom to speak and to hear. Many 
of us believe the Internet and the 
Web have enhanced these freedoms 
immeasurably. To these freedoms, I 
think we must also add freedom from 
harm, which leads to understandable 
concerns about and desires to pro-
tect users from malware, denial-of-
service attacks, identify theft, and a 
host of other ills that are found in 
the Internet environment. It’s fair to 
say that protecting these freedoms 
is a shared responsibility among 
the Internet’s users and providers, 
law enforcement, and the regulatory 
frameworks used worldwide. The 
Internet is a global system, and pro-
tection of user freedoms will require 
the cooperation and harmonization 
of national and international prac-
tices, to the extent practicable. 
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